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Abstract The artificial potential field (APF) method provides A well-known approach to collision-free path planning of
simple and effective path planners for practical terrestrial terrestrial robots is using Artificial Potential Field (APF)
robotics control. Sliding mode control (SMC) strategy together . .
with artificial potential field has been used for control of multi- developed by [6]. APF Is rapidly gaining popularity in many
agent systems or swarms. The aim of this work is to examine for practical applications, as it is computationally less expensive
the first time the applicability of APF and SMC for spacecraft than the global approach and provides a simple and effective
swarm navigation and control. This paper demonstrates that path planner for obstacle avoidance. However, the major
spacecraft formation flying can be successfully achieved using inherent drawback is the existence of local minima that differ
SMC for closed loop feedback and APF method for path from the desired configuration. Ref. [7] has proposed a methodplanning.
to avoid local minima using simulated annealing for local and
global path planning of mobile robots. For space-related
I. INTRODUCTION applications, the swarm of satellites will fail to attain the final
The formation concept, first explored in the 1980's to allow target configuration if it is trapped in an undesirable localminimum. Variable structure control with a sliding mode was
multiple geostationary satellies to share a common orbital s first described by Soviet authors including [8] and [9]. Today
[1], has recently entered ta f applicatio with mn SMC is used as a general design method and is being examined
successful r a nSa fewheamples are: of in for a wide spectrum of systems including nonlinear systems,
foratellions wit Landt-7,TnvisionecSat 1. Srare oematicto- multi-input/multi-output systems, discrete-time models, largesatellites are currentlevie asn attace alerat scale and infinite-dimensional systems and stochastic systems.
tradtionalylag spcrat. Thesmain avnt a ofmpaecaf Numerous theoretical advances and practical applications have
foraton flyng is that by successfully controlling a formation, been reported in literature ([10], [ 1], [12], [1 3], [14]) to list a
one may have them cooperate in a way that enables missions fe Thmtodlgofuigaiiclptnilfedad
that would have required an enormous single spacecraft. The . .
ability to distribute the functionality of one large spacecraft sliding mode control for swarm aggregation and formation canbe found in [15]. The APF method has a wide range of space
among several much smaller may reduce the total weight and aplctoslieah-ntrndpoxmymnuvs,ag-
in turn the launch costs. The failure of a single spacecraft in a
as it angle attitude slew maneuvers, autonomous rendezvous andformtiondoesnot ecesaril lea to yste faiuredocking, self assembly and on-orbit servicing, and spacecraft
would in a single larger spacecraft. Upgrades or repairs could foraion andstaio ke . An rAPcbase approachrfo
be performed by simply replacing any obsolete or disabled atonomou satiten igati n AProposed and f-
spacecraft [2]. One of the most challenging problems with
isassembly in space was proposed by [17].spacecraft swarming, formation flying and station keeping TSis spap eai sto pore th a biy S
that the spacecrafts must be autonomous and able to generate and apF aith prted [15] for spaccaft swarM
and correct their own relative positions with limited guidance nAv t an ontro s d nted thcraftswarm
from the ground. The first work in this field, as in the relative
method complex path planning can be achieved usingposition case, stems from the work done on automatic minimum computational effort. Also the use of SMC makes
rendezvous and docking control of two spacecraft, as was done
. ' ~~~the approach robust to a wide class of disturbances acting on
on the Apollo missions. Later it was utilized in the Space the spacecraft due to interaction with the plasma environment.Shuttle, Skylab and Gemini [3]. Ref. [4] developed a general This paper is organized as follows: In Section II, the
optimization based control methodology to solve constrained autonomous path planning technology using APF method
trajectory generation problems for station keeping and developed in [15] is repeated. Section III describes the
reconfiguration of fully actuated low thrust micro-satellites.
navigation and control strategy using APF method and SMC.Ref. [5] designed an off-board com-puted -procedure using theRef.[5]desinedan ff-bardcomptedproedur usng~ The simulation results presented mn Section IV discuss how thetheory of optimal control for the design of formation
reconfiguration. Although these results are encouraging, much aoeagrtmcnb fetvl xeddfrsaerf
'swarm navigation and control. The concludmng remarks are
work iS needed before this technology iS feasible for actualdrwinSconV
space applications.
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11. REVIEW OF PATH PLANNING USING ARTIFICIAL POTENTIAL Here 5y is the unique distance at which the attraction and the
FIELD
repulsion balance i.e., g () ) Functions satisfyingSome of the results in [15] relevant to this study are ' o a
summarized here. Let the swarm consists of N individual the above conditions A1-A3 result in aggregating swarm
members or agents in the n dimensional Euclidean space. The behavior. Assuming that the motion of the individuals is given
position of i"h agent is described by xi E Rn . It is assumed that by (1) it can be shown that the following hold.
synchronous motion exists and there is no time delay. The - N
motion of each agent in the swarm is governed by the equation RI) The center x = N-1 Exi of the swarm is stationary for
[15] all time.
-
.,NR2) If J(x)is bounded from below. i.e., J(x) > a for someXI Y g xlx), 11 (1).2.J() (xj=l,j#i finite a e R, then, for any initial condition x(O) e RnN, as
where, g(.) is an odd function which represents the sum of
the function of attraction and repulsion between the agents. t -* 0 we have x(t) D2e where Qe = {x x = O} and
The function g(.) can be represented by T _ IT NT
g(Y) = Yy[ga (IIYI)-gr (||Y||)] x -LX .. xR3) The swarm size will be bounded, and the position xi of
wheremy.eRquatisn carbitraprysandey alsqr(yTy istheEuclide all the agents will converge asymptotically to a small regionnorm. Equation (1) can be represented also by
xi=-V iJ(x),,=,...,N (2) around its center x, which is a hyperball of size
x
where, J: RnN -* R is a potential function that represents the , B (x) = {y: y - x < £}. Moreover, the convergence to
inter-individual interactions. Note that here the potential
function J(x) is not static. It depends on the relative positions B8 will occur in a finite time.
of the individuals in the swarm. Therefore, uncertainties and It is inferred that given the initial positions of the individuals
disturbances including those acting on the system dynamics xi(0), i=1...,N, the final configuration to which the
can affect the time derivative of J(x). Consider potential individuals will converge is unique. However, it is difficult to
function of the form find a direct relation between x(O) and the final position
J(X) = EN- N j x(oc). This is a shortcoming of this approach. Now under theJ)z (1Xi - xi stated assumptions on the potential function the equation of
motion in (1) with the pair dependent attraction/repulsion
where, Jij(qx'-xi ) isthepotentialbetween iand jandcan becomes
be different for different pairs. Moreover, it is assumed that N
Ji (||xi - xi ||) satisfies the following conditions: x E gx - xi, i=1 .. N
Al) The potentials J, (||xi - xi ) are symmetric and satisfy Where the attraction/repulsion function g j (.) for all pairs
V ii ( xi -X )=-V iJ ( xi -x ) (3) (i,j) satisfy gi(x-x)=-gji (x' - x'). For formation
A2) There exist corresponding functions Ja R + -* R + control the attraction and repulsion functions and therefore the
and J'i : R + R + such that J(J)J 0JU() equilibrium distance 'i for different pairs of individuals canr = a r be different. The desired formation can be uniquely specified
and VyJa( y||) = ygu (Qy|) and VyJr(Qy|) = ygrf (||y|) with respect to rotation and translation by the formation
where, Jj (||y) the attractive potential function dominates constraints X - i = d for all (i, j), j . i. The idea is to
o the repulsive potential chose each of the attraction/repulsion functions gy (.) suchon long distances and Jrj(0Y)te0pl1v
that 5y = dy for every pair of individuals (i j). Thefunction that dominates on short distance. Then, the above ta IJ f
assumption restricts the motion of the individuals toward each generalized Lyapunov function
other along the gradient of these potentials (i.e. along the N-1 N
combined gradient field of these potentials). J(X)x E[Ji (xx )-J(x-x )]
A3) There exists unique distance S5, at which for i=4 j=i+l
then have its minimum,at the desired formation and once the
glJ (.) = ' (.) - g'(.) we have gl§ (8) =0and formation is achieved xi =0 for all i. If J(x) is chosen as
ggvr( ly)>O0 or Iy I>'i and ggyr( lyl) <0 for IIYI< i a formation function, which has a unique minimum at the
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desired formation, then the desired formation will be assuming that the other members of the constellation
asymptotically achieved. (obstacles) assert repulsive forces on the spacecraft and the
goal (desired terminal state) asserts attractive force.
III. SPACECRAFT NAVIGATION AND CONTROL USING Consequently, the spacecraft experiences a generalized force
ARTIFICIAL POTENTIAL FIELD AND SLIDING MODE CONTROL equal to the negative of the total potential gradient that drives
the spacecraft towards the goal or the desired terminal state. In
this way the APF provides a constantly active navigation,
Swarm Navigation offering a collision free trajectory for the each of the individual
X and
Reconfiguraton
Scenarios Target position
Artificial PotentilI Nr Ae Shldig FoaMode P Autuator P
i,.
ControlEr
_Towards target
Path Planning
.~~ ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ .Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of path planning and control 7 1wor\
The schematic diagram of the proposed navigation and control
architecture is shown in Figure 1. It integrates various sensory
signals to achieve collision-free goal oriented navigation and
formation reconfiguration. The path-planning module is Obstale 1 Fp2 Obstacle 2
capable of avoiding obstacles and provides a goal-oriented F 2 a
navigation in an optimal time period. In artificial potential field ret
method, the dynamic environment in which the spacecraft
exists is represented by a scalar potential function, which has a
minimum potential (sink) at the desired terminal state of the
vehicle dynamics and has maximum potential (source) at path
constraints (near-by satellites or obstacles). In other words, the Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of path planning using APF
potential of the spacecraft swarm will be constructed by
identifying each satellite in the swarm as a region of high satellites that form part of a constellation or formation. Sliding
potential. A repulsive force between them, which is simply the mode control is a powerful robust nonlinear control technique
negative gradient of the potential field, avoids collisions that enables separation of the overall system motion into
between the neighboring spacecrafts. Since the rate of descent independent partial components of lower dimensions, and as a
of the potential function is rendered negative definite, the resultreducing the complexity ofthe control design. The aimis
potential-field approach guarantees that the spacecraft will to design each of the control inputs such that a cohesive
converge to the desired terminal state without violating the swarming is achieved thereby preserving the results in the
defined path constraints. The convergence time depends on previous section. To ensure this, we need to enforce
dissipative terms (damping) in the control law. The final satisfaction of Equation (2). In short, the control inputs are
formation will be achieved only if every member of the swarm designed such that the velocity of the agents are enforced along
is in a sink corresponding to the target configuration. This the negative gradient of the potential function J(x). Consider
approach has less computational load as compared to the nonlinear inertial equation of motion of the spacecraft
deliberative techniques that carry out extensive map building _(
from raw sensory data. Fig. 2 illustrates the force experienced Mh(e')x'+fs')hu1ie, . N (4)by a satellite in a swarm of three satellites using APF method. where xi E Rn is the position vector of agent i, M, E RfXf
It is desired that the Swarm Agent 2 (SA2) move towards the is the mass or inertia matrix, N is the number of agents in the
final target position. Initially, SAl exerts a repulsive force, and
the target exerts an attractive force on SA2. Then it moves to a swarm, fi (x I,xi) E Rn represents the centripetal, Corriolis,
new location in the direction of the resultant force. At this gravitational effects and additive disturbances, and ui E Rn
position, SA3 exerts a repulsive force and target exerts an represents the control inputs. It is assumed that Mi is non-
attractive force on SA2 and it moves towards the next
sw
intermittent location. Here the target exerts the attractive force s a M .
and SA2 finally moves towards its target position, thereby known lower and upper bounds of the inertia matrix
achieving the desired configuration. In this approach the respectively. For all i the matrix M, (x') satisfies
steering direction of a particular spacecraft undergoing 2T|| 2x) i||
reconfiguration within the spacecraft swarm iS determined by M, l1(' ~.M
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Let I __
ub >Mi-(MiJf+J+'i),
f,(x',Xi) =fik(xi,xi) + fiU (x',x'), 1.1.i NX
for some c1 > 0 . This guarantees occurrence of sliding mode
where jfk(.,.) represents the known part and f/' (-,-) in finite time. In the above controller only the known part
represents the unknown part and fi are known constants for all jik (xi, xi) of the vehicle dynamics is utilized. If there are no
known parts, then the controller would reduce to
i such that fH (x': xi . fj ,1 . i . N. In classical sliding u= -u(x)sign(s'). Also note that the controller design does
mode control problems, the surface s = 0 is chosen such that not need the exact mass/inertia matrix Mi(x') of the
on it, the tracking error asymptotically decays to zero. The spacecraft. It only needs the upper and lower bounds on them
design of the sliding mode surface considered here is a little as is the case also with disturbances. Consider the Lyapunov
different from conventional approach. In their approach, the function of the form
surfaces si =0 are chosen so that the system motion obeys Vi =0.5s Tsl. (10)
certain dynamics. The major difference is that the sliding Differentiating (10) with respect to time gives
surfaces si 's are not constant surfaces and they can move as X- ) aVi < -C sqrt(Vi) and this guarantees that the sliding surface iS
the agents move even though xi can be viewed as the output of reached in a finite time bounded by t<ax 2LVi (0)!/ ' and
the system and s' as the output error and at si = 0 the output sliding mode occurs on all the surfaces s' = 0 in a finite time
errors becomes zero.
The n -dimensional sliding manifold for agent i is bounded by tsm= max (2Vi(O)/s'). In order to reduce the
.i = .,N
Sixi+ V J(x) =0, i1=1, ..... .....,N (5) chattering phenomenon, the sign(s') term in the controller can
xi
Once all the agents reach their sliding manifolds s' = 0, (5) by replaced by tanh(gsi). Due to the chattering problem in
reduces to xi = -V iJ(x) which is same as the motion practical implementations, it may not be possible to ideally
equation (2) of the agents in the swarm. A sufficient condition recover all the stability results in previous section. For example
for sliding mode to occur is given by [9] the statement (RI) that the center of the swarm is stationary for
siT si <0,Vi= 1,...N (6) all time may not necessarily hold and there might be small
This guarantees that starting from any initial point in the state deviations of the center. Nevertheless, it is expected that most
space the sliding manifold is reached asymptotically. of the results (such as swarm cohesiveness and finite time
Differentiating (5) we obtain convergence) can be obtained will only small perturbations.
x'=Xl+ a°t (V J(X)) (7) TTV. SIMULATION STUDY
at
xi This section illustrates the results of the simulation studies
From (4) we get performed for the tetrahedron formation using sliding mode
..
- fi (x', )] (8) control and artificial potentials discussed in the preceding
xi = Mi-(x')[u' - (x xi) (8) section. The specifications used for the simulation are listed in
Substituting (8) in (7) and then in (6) we get the necessary Table 1.
conditions for occurrence of sliding mode as TABLE I
1 )i ^(l),xlx)+ LIST OF SIMULATION PARAMETERSSiT[Mi-'(xiu-M- (Xi)fi(Xi,xi + . (V J(x))] < O0.
at xi Simulation parameter Value/Units
If the potential function J(x) chosen such that VyJ(x) is Spacecraft individual mass M 150 kg
bounded i.e., a (VyJ(x)) < J for some known bound J and Lower bound on mass M 0.5M
for all y e Rn, then the control input ui will enforce the Upper bound on mass M 1.5M
sliding mode condition. The sliding mode controller that Spacecraft radius 17 (assumed spherical) 0.5m
enforce the occurrence of sliding mode takes the form
Number of s/c for tetrahedron formation N 4
vi=-i(x)sign(si + fk (xi xi )-ui (x)sign ') + ik '~') (9) Final inter spacecraft formation separation d 50m
where, sign(s') =[sign(sfi) ...........sign(sj,)]T. The gain of l...........
control input is chosen as
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For simulation purpose we used N = 4, n = 3, 6i =1, tetrahedron or the final inter- spacecraft separation of 50m.
Fig. 5b shows the minimum, average and maximum of the
J = 20N, A = 10 and fi = 50ON . The uncertainty acting in distances of the individual spacecraft positions to the formation
the system is f, (x' ,x') 500sin(0.2t). Note that the use Of center. As expected, the average distance to the center x is
SMC permits the use of large upper bounds on the disturbance equal to A0sqrt(3 /o8).
acting on the spacecrafts due to plasma interactions. For A f
formation control each agent in the swarm is pre-assigned a
desired position in the final formation. The potential function
considered for formation control problem that satisfies the
assumptions in Section II is the function with linear attraction 0
and exponential repulsion terms is given by
g(y) -y(a-bexp(-y2 Ic) (1)
where, a, b and c are positive constants such that b > a. The
constant a is in a sense the magnitude of the attraction and b is
in a sense the magnitude of the repulsion and the constant c is
-100 -so o 50 100
its spread or repulsion range but the actual repulsion is some Y
2 Fig.3. Attraction/repulsion function.
combination from effects of both. Let a = bexp(-d Ic),
b = 0.015, c = 2500 and d = 50. For formation control each
agent in the swarm is pre-assigned a desired position in the The paths of the swarm members
final formation. The parameter a is computed in order to . ............
achieve the balance of attraction and repulsion between any
two agents at the desired distance d in the final tetrahedron
-1000
formation. By increasing the repulsive force (i.e. by increasing .........
b) we could guarantee collision avoidance. By equating (11) -1100-
to zero, it can be seen that g(y) switches sign at the set of E
points defined by V-='{y=Oorllyll=S=sqrt(clln(bla))}.
-1300-The convergence to B8 will occur in a finite time bounded by -1300
2
-1400-
t= max {-(2a)-1ln(E2/x'(0)-x(0) }. From the plot of ...... -1000
ti.N ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-1200 -314000
this potential function in Fig. 3, we see that the attraction range y(m) x(m)
the repulsion range and the point it crosses the horizontal axis (a)
is the desired formation separation (d = 50 m). The distance at
which attraction balance the repulsion is at a unique distance The final positions of the swarm members
S= sqrt(c/ln(b a)) 50 . Fig. 4a shows the trajectories of the
spacecrafts initialized at rest with random initial positions.
With time the four spacecrafts move to their required inter -1090l
spacecraft separation of 50m and form the required tetrahedron 1100>J
formation while avoiding collisions. Fig. 4b shows the final
- ~~~~~EV\ I/
formation positions and the center of the formation x is N1120 \ fi
represented by '*'. During transient before the occurrence of 1130
sliding mode it is possible for the center x to move. However,
once the sliding mode occurs the center is expected to be -1120
almost stationary. For practical implementations, there might Ytm) -1360 -14 x0
be small deviations even after transient, which are due to
chattering effects. Fig. 5a shows the minimum, average and the
maximum distances between the individuals in the formation. (b)
It is seen that the average distance between spacecrafts in the Fig.4. Simulation results: Tetrahedron formation (a)-(b)
tetrahedron formation is equal to the side length of the
2650
The distance to the center elimination technique should be used to make this suitable for
~~~~~--maxmum practical missions.
350 ..average The feasibility of this approach for various other scenarios4~~~~~~C
~ ~ ------minimumprciamsio.minimum like spacecraft swarm aggregation and hexagon formation has
been successfully studied in parallel and the simulation studies
2 using actuator dynamics are under progress.
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